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Small banks file streamlined call reports for first time

By Chris Vanderpool

A rare instance of regulatory relief has arrived for small banks. Eligible institutions under $1 billion in assets were permitted to file a new "streamlined" 
version of the lengthy call report starting this year.

In December 2016, regulators finalized the FFIEC 051 form, a new call report designed to ease 
regulatory reporting burdens on small banks. The FFIEC 051 was created through the removal of 
approximately 950 data items from the current FFIEC 041 form, ultimately reducing the number of 
pages from 85 to 61. Additionally, the reporting frequency for some 100 data items was reduced.

Filing the 051 is optional, although regulators expect institutions to continue using the same 
version of the call report as long as they remain eligible. 

Based on an analysis of first quarter regulatory filings by S&P Global Market Intelligence, 3,500 
banks and thrifts took advantage of the new report. An additional 1,682 institutions were eligible 
for the new call report, but continued to file the existing 041.

Going forward, the number of 051 call report filers will likely increase as institutions become more 
familiar with its requirements. Overall, roughly 88 percent of the industry is eligible for the new 
call report as of March 31.

Although community bankers have 
long argued for regulatory reporting 
relief, the new 051 report was not 
without its critics. 

In public comments submitted to the 
federal banking agencies, several 
institutions asserted that filing the 051 
would not have any significant impact 
on their reporting burdens. Three 
separate bankers' associations made 
similar comments, arguing that many of 
the data items removed from the 041 
are not currently reported by small 
community banks.

Regulators, however, finalized the 
new call report largely as proposed, 
apart from one notable change related 
to Schedule RC-C, Part II, which 
captures loans to small businesses 
and small farms.

Five commenters described the 
preparation of this schedule as 
particularly time consuming due to the 
amount of manual work involved. In 
response, the agencies changed this 
schedule's reporting frequency from 
quarterly to semi-annual for all 051 
filers.

While the industry debates the merits 
of the new call report, further analysis 
by S&P Global Market Intelligence 
shows that reporting times may have 
already seen a positive impact.

118 of the 3,500 institutions filing the 
051 for the first quarter submitted their 
call reports under 11 days after March 
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Click here to view an Excel document that lists the SNL KeyFields for each data item 
removed from the 041 call report, as well as each data item changing to semiannual 
and annual reporting frequencies. 

To view a recorded webcast on the new 051 call report, click here.

31. Meanwhile, just 23 institutions 
eligible for the 051 that filed the 041 
submitted their call reports to 
regulators within that same time frame.

In total, 24 percent of 051 filers 
submitted their call reports in 20 days 
or less after quarter-end, compared to 
18 percent for 051-eligible banks filing 
the 041.

Some small institutions have even 
managed to file their call reports on the first day they can submit it. The start of this year was no exception, with four banks sailing through the new report 
on day one: Bank of Hamilton, Bank of Mead, Bank of New Madrid and Northern State Bank of Virginia.
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